CORPORATE PLATFORMS

Nasdaq Corporate Platforms
Nasdaq Corporate Platforms empowers companies with technology and intelligence to innovate,
grow, and stay ahead of the changing markets. We offer an integrated suite of market intelligence,
analytics, and collaboration solutions that support business leaders around the globe.
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and nonprofit organizations worldwide on their journeys

throughout their entire lifecycle so they can grow,

to achieve board effectiveness and drive governance
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NASDAQ IR INTELLIGENCE

ESG SOLUTIONS

Companies across all industries, sectors, and

Nasdaq offers future-forward expertise, tools, and

regions partner with Nasdaq to maximize the

technologies, building sustainable business markets

effectiveness of their IR and ESG initiatives and

and resilient businesses while elevating corporates’
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IR software provide clients with strategic

designed to increase transparency and reduce friction.

actionable intelligence and unparalleled visibility

Notably, Nasdaq OneReport is an ESG SaaS offering that

into the capital markets for the long term.

simplifies the process of ESG data capture, engagement,
oversight, and disclosure. Complimenting Nasdaq OneReport,
Nasdaq’s ESG Advisory services help corporates analyze,
assess, and action ESG programs, attract long-term capital,
and enhance value creation.
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